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Magnetization reversal of ferromagnetic nanowires studied by magnetic force microscopy
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The magnetization reversal of two-dimensional arrays of parallel ferromagnetic Fe nanowires embedded in
nanoporous alumina templates has been studied. By combining bulk magnetization measurements~supercon-
ducting quantum interference device magnetometry! with field-dependent magnetic force microscopy~MFM!,
we have been able to decompose the macroscopic hysteresis loop in terms of the irreversible magnetic re-
sponses of individual nanowires. The latter are found to behave as monodomain ferromagnetic needles, with
hysteresis loops displaced~asymmetric! as a consequence of the strong dipolar interactions between them. The
application of field-dependent MFM provides a microscopic method to obtain the hysteresis curve of the array,
by simply registering the fraction of up and down magnetized wires as a function of applied field. The observed
deviations from the rectangular shape of the macroscopic hysteresis loop of the array can be ascribed to the
spatial variation of the dipolar field through the inhomogeneously filled membrane. The system studied proves
to be an excellent example of the two-dimensional classical Preisach model, well known from the field of
hysteresis modeling and micromagnetism.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.014402 PACS number~s!: 75.75.1a, 75.60.Jk, 68.37.Rt
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic nanoparticles or nanowires are attracting m
attention because they offer the opportunity to study mag
tism in between the atomic and bulk limits1 and because
ordered arrays of ferromagnetic particles or wires are of
tential interest for applications such as ultra-high-dens
magnetic recording devices.2 In the last decade, the introduc
tion of new experimental techniques, such as elect
holography,3 micro-SQUID magnetometry,4 and magnetic
force microscopy,5 has provided direct ways to probe th
magnetic properties of individual nanoparticles. These st
ies show that the magnetization reversal of small, sing
domain particles is rather well described by the class
Néel-Brown model for rotation in unison.6 The situation is,
however, different for elongated particles5,7,8 or magnetic
wires,4,9,10 for which flipping of the magnetization appea
to proceed via an inhomogeneous reversal mode, suc
curling or nucleation of a reversed domain followed by t
propagation of the domain wall. In addition, expe
ments4,8–10as well as theoretical models11 appear to agree on
the fact that nucleation occurs preferentially at the wir
ends or at defects. Furthermore, when the particles bec
more and more densely packed in ordered arrays, the m
netization reversal processes become affected by interpa
interactions. Depending on the symmetry of the array, th
may either enhance or reduce the switching fields of the
dividual particles. On the basis of the above, it is clearly
prime importance to study the switching properties of in
vidual wires as well as their mutual interactions.

A relatively simple procedure to fabricate arrays of met
lic nanowires is to start from nanoporous materials as te
plates and fill the pores with metal by electrochemi
methods.12 Track-etched polymer membranes, anodized a
0163-1829/2003/67~1!/014402~8!/$20.00 67 0144
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minum films, and nanoporous silica phases are attractive
amples in this respect. A particular advantage of the alum
templates is that the nanopores all run in parallel, with
long axis perpendicular to the film surface, and with asp
ratio’s that can be as high as 103. Although these nanoporou
films have been known for quite some time,13 recent research
in self-organized nanostructured materials has revived in
est in them and several groups are trying to optimize th
structural properties as regards homogeneity of pore s
pore distance, pore filling, and regularity of the sup
lattice.14,15 Pore diameters now extend from well below 1
nm up to several hundreds of nanometers, with lengths of
order of 1–100mm.

In our group we have previously prepared Fe, Co, and
alumites and studied their magnetic properties.10 Pore diam-
etersDp varied from 50 nm down to 6 nm, i.e., of the sam
order and even lower than the values of the domain-w
width lw52(AJ /Ks)

1/2, whereAJ andKs are, respectively,
the exchange constant and the shape anisotropy. For th
and Ni nanowires, one haslw.6 – 8 nm and 22–28 nm
respectively.16 From the size dependence of the low
temperature coercive fieldBc , as measured at 5 K, a clea
deviation from the curling mode prediction was found f
Dp,Aplw , with Bc levelling off to a value of about one
third of the prediction for rotation in unison~the so-called
Stoner-Wohlfarth model! at lowestDp . This appears to be in
good agreement with the theoretical prediction of Braun11 for
nonuniform magnetization reversal by means of solitonic
citations near the ends of the wires. The small values
served for the involved activation energy, and its proportio
ality to the cross section instead of the volume of the wir
confirm such an interpretation.10

The aim of the present work is to further investigate t
manner in which the dipole-dipole interactions modify t
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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Stoner-Wohlfarth magnetic response of a single wire, a
whether these interactions determine the distribution
switching fields and, therefore, the overall shape of the m
roscopic hysteresis loop. To achieve this, we combine s
dard bulk magnetization measurements@using superconduct
ing quantum interference device~SQUID! magnetometry#
with microscopic techniques such as atomic and magn
force microscopy~AFM/MFM !. Recent reports by othe
groups15,17–20have shown such an approach to be very fru
ful indeed. When compared to these studies, the nanow
prepared in alumite membranes are ideal systems for in
tigating the sole effect of interactions, i.e., separated fr
other effects such as thermal relaxation or inhomogene
remanent states. Because of the large aspect ratios~.60! of
our wires, they have a remanence close to unity and rev
their magnetization via irreversible jumps. These proper
ensure, as our results indeed show, that the average ma
tization of an array can be obtained by counting the num
of wires with magnetization up and down in MFM picture
Furthermore, thermal effects~reduction of the coercive field
and remanence! are greatly suppressed by the large volu
~and the related activation energies! of the particles.10 We
show that our arrays of magnetic wires behave exactly
predicted by Preisach-type models, in which the Ston
Wohlfarth response~square hysteresis loop! is modified by
interactions. This simplifies considerably the interpretat
and enables us to draw conclusions with a minimum mod
ing of the data. Last but not least, the field created by the
has an appreciable magnitude only over the small regio
the wires~the apex! that is closest to it. Therefore, the e
perimental situation is ideal to use MFM as a noninvas
probe to measure the hysteresis loop, as our experim
show. The comparison between hysteresis loops of sin
wires in different regions of the sample and the macrosco
loop indicates that the dipolar interactions between wires
not only responsible for the shearing of the hysteresis l
but also provide the main contribution to the observed d
tribution of switching fields. This distribution originates from
the different possible environments of the wires in the inh
mogeneously filled array, and from the different sizes of
filled regions in a sample.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In the followin
section we describe experimental details. Section III is
voted to the presentation and discussion of the experime
Our main conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Fe-filled alumite membranes were prepared and chara
ized as described in Ref. 10. The morphology and size of
pores were determined by scanning~SEM! and transmission
electron microscopy~TEM!, and by AFM. Top-view AFM
and top-view and side-view SEM pictures~see Fig. 1! con-
firm that the pores are uniform in size, are well separa
and form a regular hexagonal structure. For this work,
chose samples withDp550 nm ~interpore distanceDint
585 nm), since for such a value the hexagonal order of
two-dimensional~2D! superlattice is known to extend ove
large distances. Moreover, for smaller sizes the thermal
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laxation effects become important.10 Just before the AFM
and MFM measurements were performed, the remaining
layer as well as the barrier layer located underneath the
tom of the wires were eliminated from the film by chemic
etching. The pictures presented below correspond to the
obtained bottom surface, which turns out to be flatter th
the upper surface for all samples. Although we only pres
data obtained for two representative samples~labeled Fe-1
and Fe-2!, similar results were obtained for other sampl
with different filling fractions and/or aspect ratios of th
wires. Cross-sectional side-view TEM and SEM pictures@cf.
Fig. 1~b!# show that each alumite membrane is divided in
regions of pores completely filled from top to bottom, sep
rated by regions of completely empty pores. The length
the wires is quite uniform, typically of the order of few m
crometers~3–6mm for the investigated samples!. Mössbauer
spectroscopy measurements10 confirm that the Fe is predomi
nantly in thea-Fe phase, with a magnetic moment per ato
equal to the bulk value. They also show that the needles
apparently monodomain with the easy magnetization dir
tion along the wire axis as a consequence of the shape
isotropy. Only a few percent of the Fe is found to be o
dized, likely corresponding with the surface layers at t
cylinder walls. Recent extended x-ray-absorption fin
structure and x-ray diffraction studies on our samples21 are
consistent with these conclusions.

The magnetization of about 3 mg of each membrane w
measured with a commercial SQUID magnetometer. For
data shown here the magnetic field was always parallel to
wires ~for the perpendicular data see Ref. 10!. A commercial
NanoScope III~Digital Instruments! scanning probe system
with a MultiModeTM microscope was used for the AFM
MFM measurements. The probes consist of cantilevers w
single-crystal silicon tips coated with a thin magnetic fil
~Co-Pt-Cr alloy!. These high coercivity tips, withBc
>0.5 T, have a conical shape, with an end that can be m
eled as a sphere with radius 40–60 nm. They were prem
netized to saturation. Although it is rather difficult to give a
accurate value for the field exerted by the magnetic tip,
estimated it to be a few tens of millitesla for the distanc
involved. As discussed below, we found no evidence for
invasive magnetic effect of the tips.

FIG. 1. ~a! Typical AFM picture taken on an area of abo
9003900 nm at the top of the empty alumina membrane,~b! SEM
picture with a size of 10310 mm2 nm after the alumina membran
has been partially dissolved. One may distinguish a large bundl
wires originating from a region of filled pores with highly uniform
straight, and parallel Fe nanowires.
2-2
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MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL OF FERROMAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014402 ~2003!
The MFM images were recorded using the Digital Inst
ments Dynamic Lift Mode option, which allows to imag
relatively weak but long-range magnetic interactions, wh
minimizing the influence of the topography. In order to p
form MFM experiments in an external magnetic field,
home-built coil~similar as in Ref. 22! with a 5 mminternal
diameter and a 15 mm external diameter was mounted on
scanner. The coil could generate field pulses up to 0.5 T, w
a 160ms rise time and a relaxation time of about 170ms.
The field was applied parallel to the long axis of the wires~z!
and is constant within less than 5% over 6 mm along t
direction. Before each scan, a short pulse correspondin
the target field value was first applied, with the magnetic
retracted. After a few seconds, the magnetic tip was t
engaged to the sample and the AFM/MFM pictures w
recorded.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the hysteresis loops of sample Fe-1
sample Fe-2~filled points! as measured at room temperatu
by SQUID magnetometry, with the field along the wire ax

FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops of samples~a! Fe-1 and~b! Fe-2 mea-
sured at room temperature with the SQUID magnetometer~filled
dots!. Values found for the coercive field areBc50.151 T ~Fe-1!
andBc50.119 T~Fe-2!, respectively. The included open circles f
Fe-1 were obtained from MFM pictures taken on this sample
described in the text. The full line in both panels is the result of
fit with a Preisach model using parametersp50.03 and sB

50.03 T ~Fe-1! andp50.03 andsB50.035 T~Fe-2!~see the text!.
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One may observe a high ratio of remanence to satura
~i.e., squareness!, Mr /Ms.0.97. This indicates that the re
versible part of the magnetization is very small, as expec
for high aspect-ratio wires. Moreover,Mr /Ms at room tem-
perature does not deviate much from its value at 5 K, wh
shows that even at 300 K all wires remain in the initial sta
after the saturating magnetic field is removed. Apparen
the activation barriers for the irreversible switching of t
magnetic moments are high enough that thermally activa
relaxation can be almost completely neglected. Only afte
sizable magnetic field is applied in the opposite direct
doesM start to decrease. Since we wish to compare the m
roscopic SQUID measurements with the results obtai
with pulsed fields from the MFM pictures, we also measur
the hysteresis loop of the remanent magnetizationMr(B)
with the SQUID by setting the field at a given value and th
switching it to zero again. The so-obtainedMr(B) is found
to be very close to the magnetization loop as measured in
usual way, which confirms that the magnetization chan
mainly via irreversible flips. In what follows, we shall sho
that the macroscopic hysteresis loop can be reproduced
just summing up the responses of individual wires as
tained from MFM measurements. The corresponding d
points are included already in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 3, we give an example of the AFM/MFM picture
of sample Fe-2, corresponding to a region of about
33 mm2. It can be seen that the topography~left! and the
magnetic contrast~right! are well separated indeed. Both pi
tures were recorded at room temperature after a satura
magnetic-field pulse of 0.5 T had been applied. The res
show that the surface investigated~bottom of the sample! is
not perfectly flat, probably as a result of nonuniform chem
cal etching of the barrier layer. The MFM picture, obtain
by scanning the same area at a height of 40 nm above
surface of the sample, is related to the magnetic signal. S
not all the pores are filled with Fe, the wires appear in brig
colors and the empty pores in dark~all wires have the same
color because the pulse field applied was high enough
saturate the sample magnetization and sinceMr /Ms.1, cf.
Fig. 2!.

As the external field was varied, we observed no cha
in the topographic images but only in the magnetic on
confirming that the magnetic images are not appreciably
fluenced by the topography. As a consequence, when disc
ing the response of the wires as a function of field, we sh

s
e

FIG. 3. Typical AFM/MFM picture for sample Fe-2. The le
picture is the topography~height image! and the right is the mag-
netic contrast~phase image!.
2-3
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SOROPet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014402 ~2003!
restrict to the magnetic images. Figure 4 shows pictu
taken for sample Fe-1, which has a smaller filling fraction
the pores, making it easier to observe the switching of
magnetization of individual wires. We point out that, a
though the magnetic contrast of the empty regions in Fig
also changes gradually and uniformly with the field, this
only due to the change of the average magnetization of
sample, which modifies the average contrast. This ove
variation can easily be separated from the rapid and local
changes of contrast observed in the regions containing
magnetic wires.

The series of pictures in Fig. 4 was taken on the sa
region (3.533.5 mm2) for different amplitudes of the pulse
magnetic field. The experimental procedure was as follo
We first applied a pulsed field of10.23 T antiparallel to the
tip magnetization. Since this field exceeds the satura
field, the magnetic moments of all wires are aligned. For t
configuration, in which the magnetization directions of
and wires are antiparallel, all wires should appear in
same~bright! color, as indeed observed. The darker regio
here are the empty pores. Next a hysteresis-type cycle
performed with the pulsed field, following the same proc
dure as for the measurement of the macroscopic rema
magnetization@the field values used for Figs. 4~a!–4~d! have
been indicated on the hysteresis curve in Fig. 4~e!#.

FIG. 4. Succession of MFM pictures in the same area of sam
Fe-1. The scan size is 3.533.5 mm2 and the scan height is 35 nm
The applied magnetic field is varied as follows:~a! B510.23 T
and in opposite direction~b! B520.08 T, ~c! B520.16 T, ~d!
B520.23 T; ~e! the points~a!–~d! are marked in the hysteres
loop.
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The MFM pictures do not show any noticeable chan
until a field opposite to the tip magnetization of about20.08
T is applied@Fig. 4~b!#, at which some of the bright spot
turn into dark indicating the magnetization reversal of so
of the wires. By increasing the amplitude of the magnet
field pulse along the same direction, the number of rever
wires grows gradually. In Fig. 4~c! one may observe that nea
the average coercive field (Bc50.151 T), the amount of re
versed and not-yet-reversed wires has become roughly eq
thus the average magnetization on this microscopic sca
approximately zero, just as expected on the basis of the m
roscopic hysteresis curve. Finally, by increasing the field s
further, all wires become reversed whenB520.23 T @Fig.
4~d!#. This last picture is just the negative of the first@Fig.
4~a!#, and the empty regions now appear as the brightest
shown in Ref. 1, this is consistent because the magnetiza
directions of the tip and wires are now parallel. Images tak
when performing subsequently the same cycle fromB5
20.23 T toB510.23 T show the same changes of contr
of the individual wires but with opposite colors, as it shou

It thus appears that the MFM pictures indeed provide
means to construct the magnetization curve, namely, by s
ply counting the number of wires with ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’
directions observed for each applied field. The hystere
loop obtained by this microscopic technique is compared
the SQUID data in Fig. 2~a!, where the magnetization dat
found from MFM were scaled to the SQUID value at sa
ration. They show a remarkably good agreement as reg
shape, symmetry, and the values of coercive and satura
fields. We note that regions such as those shown in Fig
used to count up and down wires contain typically seve
hundreds of wires, i.e., enough for reliable statistics. We
therefore conclude that the macroscopic hysteresis loop
measured by conventional magnetometry, is actually co
posed of the contributions from the irreversibly switchin
individual nanowires, and that the rounding of the hystere
loop, as observed even at the lowest temperatures~5 K!, is
related to a distribution of switching fields among the wir
and not to reversible magnetization processes. Altho
similar MFM studies were recently performed by oth
groups on different types of samples, most of these invol
particles with~very! much lower aspect ratios.17,20,23,24For
wires with such high~.60! aspect ratios as ours, the abo
result is certainly nontrivial since the AFM/MFM is onl
sensitive to the ends of the wires, whereas the SQUID m
sures the volume magnetization. Thus, the apparent ag
ment between the two measurements confirms the conclu
already drawn from the Mo¨ssbauer spectra that the F
nanowires are indeedmonodomainferromagnetic needles.

In principle, the observed distribution in the individu
switching fieldsBc can be related either to differences
morphology of the wires or to interwire dipolar interaction
Clearly the variation ofBc(T50) with the dimensions of the
wires depends on the actual mechanism that drives the m
netization reversal.11,25 According to previous experimenta
evidence,4,9,10 the magnetization reverses by curling forDp

@Aplw ~.11–14 nm for Fe!, whereas whenDp,Aplw
the reversal involves the nucleation of a small reversed
main at the wire ends. In the first case,Bc(T50)}1/Dp

2 ,25

le
2-4
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and it is therefore very sensitive to the size of the wires.
contrast, for nucleation in aninfinitely long cylinder11 Bc is
independent ofDp and equals the limit for rotation at unison
pMsb/2.1.1 T. This is, however, different forfinite cylin-
ders because the magnetostatic energy near the end o
wire lowers the effective anisotropy, thus reducing the
ergy for nucleation11,16 as was indeed observed.10 In this
case, the coercive field depends weakly onDp but it can be
sensitive to the presence of defects near the end of the w
The wires studied here haveDp in the region where the
transition between these two limiting situations takes plac10

Hinzke and Nowak26 have recently predicted that the reve
sal then resembles the nucleation of a domain at one of
ends of the wire in which the atomic spins in a plane perp
dicular to the wire’s long axis are not parallel, as for curlin
We therefore expect thatBc(T50) depends onDp , although
not so strongly as for curling. Top-view and side-view SE
TEM pictures for our samples~see, for example, Fig. 1!
show a quite regular structure, with very long and strai
wires and only a small distribution in diameters and leng
The fact that the wires stay intact after dissolving the a
mina matrix shows that they are not made up of granu
particles. The morphology is, therefore, unlikely the on
source of broadening. Although thermal fluctuations can a
broaden the switching field distribution, this effect is app
ently not very important since the shape and width of
hysteresis loop does not change much when cooling f
room temperature down to 2 K. As argued below, the dipo
dipole interactions between the wires can play a major if
dominant role in the width of the distribution of switchin
fields. In view of the inhomogeneous filling of the pores
the templates~cf. Figs. 3 and 4!, a large spatial variation in
the dipolar field felt by the wires is indeed to be expect
When dipolar interactions are important, the response o
magnetic wire thus depends on the magnetic state of
neighbors, i.e., on the magnitude and the orientation of
local dipolar field with respect to direction of the applie
field. For a single wire, the hysteresis loop can then beco
very asymmetric. For a sufficiently large array, the sum
the individual contributions may still produce a symmet
macroscopic hysteresis loop, but it will be substantia
broadened. As shown next, MFM experiments confirm t
and enable us to separately estimate the distributions in
dipolar fields and in the local switching fields@Bc(T50)# of
the wires.

The effects of the interwire interactions can be eviden
by studying the hysteresis loop of a single wire, or of fe
coupled wires. In Fig. 5, a series of four MFM images
presented, taken from sample Fe-2 under different app
fields. First a pulsed field of 0.52 T is applied, large enou
to align all the magnetic moments. For convenience, we
it the upward direction since in this initial configuration th
magnetization of wires and tip are parallel, all wires show
dark color@Fig. 5~a!#; the bright regions correspond to emp
pores only. This picture remains unchanged until a relativ
small magnetic field of about 0.05 T is applied in the opp
site downward direction@Fig. 5~b!#. Then one wire is seen
to change its color from dark to bright, which shows tha
has already flipped in a downward switching field of abo
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0.05 T, i.e., very much smaller than the average coerc
field of the array. We then reversed the direction of the
plied field back upward, during which process all wires r
tain their color. Remarkably, even for an upward field pu
of about 0.07 T, i.e., larger than the switching field observ
for downward fields, the reversed wire has not yet switch
back@Fig. 5~c!#. In fact, it only does so when a much larg
field ~at least 0.19 T! is applied in the upward direction@Fig.
5~d!#. From comparable results found for 24 different wir
in the array, we obtained similar loops, showing that
though the switching of the individual wires occurs in
rather narrow field range, the value of the switching field a
thus the degree of asymmetry strongly depend on the m
netic history and on the configuration of the surroundi
wires. It is of interest to point out that the maximum o
served asymmetry of about 0.1 T is of the same order as
broadening of the macroscopic loop. As anticipated, t
asymmetry finds its natural explanation in the dipolar fie
generated by neighboring wires in the sample. Since
type of interaction is energetically favoring the antiparal
orientation of neighboring wires, the switching field of a
individual wire will be different depending on its direction:
will take a higher field to change the direction of a switch
wire back from antiparallel to parallel relative to its neig
bors.

From the variation in the observed asymmetry of the
dividual loops, we can conclude that the interwire dipo

FIG. 5. ~a!–~d! Magnetic force microcopy images obtained f
sample Fe-2 after applying magnetic-field pulses of different am
tudes.~e! Hysteresis loop of a single wire as obtained from MFM
2-5
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SOROPet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014402 ~2003!
interactions can vary from 0.01 T to values as high as 0.1
when expressed in terms of an effective field. We m
compare this with a simple estimate of the dipolar coupli
following a model used by Ishii and Sato27 and by Lodder
and co-workers.28 To find the magnetostatic energy betwe
two neighboring wires they are replaced by two~physical!
dipoles of length L and having monopole charge
6(pDp

2/4)M56m/L. HereM is the average magnetizatio
of the wire andm is its total magnetic moment. IfDint is the
distance between monopoles, the magnetostatic energy
the parallel orientation,Ei , is given by Ei5(m2/2pL)
3@Dint

212(Dint
2 1L2)21/2#, whereas that for the antiparalle

orientation is given by2Ei . Next, we may equate the dif
ference between parallel and antiparallel orientations,DE
52Ei , to the difference in Zeeman energy,mDBs , associ-
ated with the difference between the switching fieldsBs
needed to reverse the moment of a wire towards the par
or the antiparallel configurations. If the reference wire is p
of a filled region, we may estimate the maximum ene
difference involved by switching it with respect to a paral
background of successive shells of neighbors in the hexa
nal array. Inserting typical experimental values forL
53 mm ~sample Fe-2! andDint585 nm, we obtain for two
neighboring wiresDBs51.3 mT. Including contributions
from the first 20 neighboring shells, it yields a value forDBs
of about 0.13 T. Thus, in spite of the crudeness of the mo
we may state that the strong interwire interaction observe
as expected on the basis of just dipolar interactions. We p
out that including neighboring shells up to the 20th neigh
already yields a surface area within the array of ab
1 mm2, which approaches the estimated size of the fil
regions@cf. Fig. 1~b!#. Dipolar couplingsbetweenfilled re-
gions are calculated to be quite small~.1 mT!, so they can
safely be neglected. It is also clear from the model that w
at the periphery of a filled region will experience a qu
different dipolar field as that in the center.

Summing up the magnetic properties of the system of
nanowires embedded in the alumina template we can s
that the arrays can be described as consisting of sin
domain particles~i.e., the nanowires!; the particles have only
two possible states for magnetization~up and down!; each
isolated particle has a square hysteresis loop; the interpar
interaction is magnetostatic, leading to a shift of the in
vidual loops by an interaction field; there is no reversible
apparent reversible component of the magnetization. In f
all these properties are the assumptions underlying the w
known classical Preisach model for hysteresis.29 According
to this model, the statistics of the system determines
shape of the macroscopic major and minor loops.

The majority of real materials do not satisfy the assum
tions made in the classical Preisach approach, and mod
Preisach models have therefore been proposed~see, for
example, Refs. 30 and 31!. Recently however, a 2D arra
of strongly uniaxial magnetic garnet particles32 has been
shown to be described by the classical Preisach mode
that system the particles are large, i.e., of the order of
340 mm2, and are separated by 12-mm nonmagnetic re-
gions. More recently, the 2D Preisach model was invoked
describe the response of the arrays of low aspect-ratio
01440
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particles studied by Ross and co-workers.20 We shall now
demonstrate in more detail its applicability to our prese
array, in which the individual particles are smaller, have
much bigger aspect ratio, and also much stronger inte
tions.

According to the theorem proven mathematically
Mayergoyz,33 the ‘‘congruency’’ and the ‘‘wiping-out’’ prop-
erties of the minor loops are necessary and sufficient co
tions for a hysteretic system to be described by a class
Preisach model. In order to check this, appropriate sets
magnetization data were measured for sample Fe-2 with
SQUID magnetometer. Figure 6 demonstrates that the
tem has indeed the wiping-out property, i.e., all the min
loops originating from the major loop close at the same po
and, in addition, the congruency property, i.e., all the min
loops with identical upper and lower field limits are congr
ent in the geometrical sense. In Fig. 6~a! a few minor loops
are shown that were measured starting from the major lo
If one considers the minor loops initiating in the pointsA to
F, it is seen that they all close at the initial value of th
magnetization. This means that the variations of the fi
have erased~wiped-out! the past history. In Fig. 5~b! a few
measured minor loops are shown that have the same lim
field 60.1 T. One can easily see that all the minor loops ha
the same shape and the same enclosed area. In other w

FIG. 6. SQUID magnetization data measured at room temp
ture, on the sample Fe-2, illustrating~a! the wiping-out property,~b!
the congruency property.
2-6
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MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL OF FERROMAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014402 ~2003!
they are geometrically congruent. We conclude that, even
our highly diluted ~low filling fraction! 2D arrays, the re-
quirements for the Preisach model are met. Apparently,
intrinsic distribution in the interaction arising from incom
plete filling does not render the model invalid.

Once that we have shown its applicability, we can use
Preisach model to fit the hysteresis loop for the present
rays and to extract in this way quantitative information
the distribution of switching fields. Since the number~24! of
individual wire reversals detected is too limited for reliab
statistics, we used the same method as in Ref. 10, bu
stricted forT50. In order to calculate the dipolar field fo
these disordered arrays of wires we content ourselves
the simplest approximation and takeBdip5m0pM, as for a
slab whereM is the magnetization of the wires in a regio
andp accounts for the filling fraction of the region and for i
finite size. For the sample Fe-1 the model accounts well
the shearing of the hysteresis loop forp50.03, which corre-
sponds to an average dipolar field of about 0.065 T fo
magnetically saturated region, as can be seen from the s
curve in Fig. 2~a!. In order to account for the rounding of th
hysteresis loop, we have averaged the calculated result
assuming a distribution in the values of the switching fie
Bc . For this sample we find a very good agreement fo
Gaussian distribution inBc with width sB50.030 T. Per-
forming the same analysis with the data of sample Fe-2@see
Fig. 2~b!#, we get the valuesB50.035 T ~in this case the
best fit is also obtained forp50.03).

We may compare these results to the data on the i
vidual loops coming from the MFM measurements. On ba
of the 24 individual loops detected, we obtained the e
mates of the average dipolar field and switching field
Bdip.0.060 T andBc.0.115 T, whereas the correspondin
widths of the distributions were found to be of the order
0.03 T for both. These values agree well with those obtai
from the fit to the SQUID curves. It is interesting to note th
the MFM data enable a separate determination of the di
butions inBdip andBc .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have studied the magnetization rever
of 2D arrays of parallel ferromagnetic Fe nanowires emb
ded in nanoporous alumina templates. By combining b
magnetization measurements with field-dependent magn
force microscopy studies, the macroscopic magnetic
sponse of the array could be decomposed in terms of co
butions from individual wires~or sets of few wires!. Thereby
the important role of dipolar interactions between the wi
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was put in evidence. In agreement with theory, the hyster
loops of individual wires are found to be rectangular, w
well-defined switching fields. However, since each wire fe
a local dipolar field from its neighbors in addition to th
applied field, the individual loops are displaced with resp
to the origin. As a consequence of the inhomogeneous
filling of the membranes, the dipolar field is spatially var
ing, so that the loop displacement is also varying from o
wire to another. Although the asymmetry of the individu
loops is averaged out for the response for the membrane
whole, the macroscopic hysteresis loop~which should be
rectangular in the absence of the interactions! is substantially
broadened by the spatial distribution in dipolar fields. Th
confirms the conclusion stated already in our earlier wor10

that the observed broadening is not primarily caused by
thermal fluctuations or inhomogeneities in the size and
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